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ACCU-FIT 
POINT

FRAME
REACH & STACK

Correct positioning in the saddle is one of the most important issues for cyclists, especially 
for competitors and long-distance cyclists. While with steel bikes, it was relatively easy to 
measure the length of the tubes, as the years passed, and with the introduction of sloping 
top tubes, defining measurements has become increasingly complex. So, in addition to 
the classic values of height, length and angles, we now consider reach & stack data, and 
horizontal and vertical distance values between the centre of the bottom bracket and the 
centre of the upper part of the head tube.

But modern bicycles like URTA HYBRID have made measurement even more complex, 
since they are complete and complex systems based on the combination of the frame, 
handlebar spacers and monocoque handlebars. When buying a bike, it is essential to know 
the size of every bike element based on your body size and shape. As manufacturers of 
frames and monocoque handlebars, we have added a new value to the measurement 
of the frame which combines the length of the head tube and the dimensions of the 
monocoque handlebar.

This coordinate, called ACCU-FIT, determines the distance between the centre of the 
bottom bracket and the centre of the handlebar. It is clear that for every model there are 
as many coordinates as there are frame sizes multiplied by the number of handlebar sizes 
and the configuration of spacers.
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URTA BAR

SPACERS (mm) 60 (mm) 75 (mm) 90 (mm)

S

0 (451;632) (466;634) (481;636)

5 (449;637) (464;639) (479;641)

10 (447;641) (462;643) (477;645)

15 (445;646) (460;648) (475;650)

20 (443;651) (458;652) (473;654)

25 (441;655) (456;657) (471;659)

30 (439;660) (454;662) (469;663)

M

0 (478;636) (493;637) (508;639)

5 (476;640) (491;642) (506;644)

10 (474;645) (489;647) (504;648)

15 (472;650) (487;651) (502;653)

20 (470;654) (485;656) (500;657)

25 (468;659) (483;660) (498;662)

30 (466;663) (481;665) (496;667)

L

0 (504;647) (519;648) (534;650)

5 (502;651) (517;653) (532;655)

10 (500;656) (515;658) (530;659)

15 (498;661) (513;662) (528;664)

20 (496;665) (511;667) (526;668)

25 (494;670) (509;671) (524;673)

30 (492;674) (507;676) (522;678)

XL

0 (531;662) (546;663) (561;665)

5 (529;666) (544;668) (559;670)

10 (527;671) (542;673) (557;674)

15 (525;676) (540;677) (555;679)

20 (523;680) (538;682) (553;683)

25 (521;685) (536;686) (551;688)

30 (519;689) (534;691) (549;693)




